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Proteomics, Ontario Cancer Institute, Toronto, CanadaABSTRACT Magnesium translocation across cell membranes is essential for numerous physiological processes. Three
recently reported crystal structures of the CorA magnesium transport system revealed a surprising architecture, with a bundle
of giant a-helices forming a 60-A˚-long pore that extends beyond the membrane before widening into a funnel-shaped cytosolic
domain. The presence of divalent cations in putative intracellular regulation sites suggests that these structures correspond to the
closed conformation of CorA. To examine the nature of the conduction pathway, we performed 110-ns molecular-dynamics simu-
lations of two of these structures in a lipid bilayer with and without regulatory ions. The results show that a 15-A˚-long hydrophobic
constriction straddling the membrane-cytosol interface constitutes a steric bottleneck whose location coincides with an electro-
static barrier opposing cation translocation. In one of the simulations, structural relaxation after the removal of regulatory ions led
to concerted changes in the tilt of the pore helices, resulting in iris-like dilation and spontaneous hydration of the hydrophobic
neck. This simple and robust mechanism is consistent with the regulation of pore opening by intracellular magnesium concen-
tration, and explains the unusual architecture of CorA.INTRODUCTIONIon channels have evolved to provide cells with appropriate
concentrations of ions by transferring them across the low-
dielectric membrane. The magnesium ion plays a vital role
in a number of important physiological processes. It is a crit-
ical cofactor for over 300 enzymes and an essential element
in the cardiovascular system. It regulates contractile proteins;
modulates membrane transport of Ca2þ, Naþ, and Kþ; and
influences DNA and protein synthesis (1,2). In addition,
intracellular Mg2þ levels have an inverse correlation with
blood pressure (3). Compared to the other three major bio-
logical cations, Mg2þ transport and homeostasis are the
most poorly understood. However, the recent determination
of the three-dimensional structures of the CorA and MgtE
proteins by x-ray crystallography (4–7) provides an unprec-
edented opportunity to examine the structural basis of Mg2þ
transport. CorA is the primary Mg2þ uptake system in most
prokaryotes and can also substitute for the major Mg2þ trans-
porters found in the plasma and inner mitochondrial
membranes of yeast, plants, and mammals (8). Three inde-
pendent crystal structures of CorA from the thermophilic
Gram-negative bacterium Thermotoga maritima (TmCorA),
all in an apparently closed conformation, were recently
reported (4–6). These structures are similar and of only
moderate resolution (2.9–3.9 A˚). In this work, we use molec-
ular-dynamics (MD) simulations to better characterize the
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0006-3495/10/03/0784/9 $2.00TmCorA is a homopentamer composed of a small trans-
membrane (TM) domain and a large funnel domain located
in the cytosol. Five giant ‘‘stalk’’ helices line both the funnel
and the unusually long pore lumen, which extends 20 A˚
beyond the membrane (Fig. 1). Also intriguing is the fact
that despite the presence of two divalent-cation-binding sites,
the ionic permeation pathway is largely hydrophobic. The
presence of 10 Mg2þ-binding sites at the interface between
neighboring cytosolic domains suggests that these domains
may play a role in the allosteric regulation of Mg2þ transport,
whereby a drop in intracellular Mg2þ concentration controls
channel opening (4–6). The presence of divalent ions in these
presumed regulatory binding sites suggests that the pore is
in its closed state. These findings raise many questions
regarding the control of ion selectivity and the mechanisms
of ion transport and regulation. However, the moderate reso-
lution of the crystallographic structures precludes a detailed
analysis of the lumen structure, hydration, and transport
properties.
With the goal of answering these questions, we used atom-
istic MD simulations to examine the structural relaxation of
TmCorA in a lipid bilayer, successively with and without
regulatory ions. The two crystallographic models with the
highest resolution (PDB codes 2IUB (5) and 2HN2 (6),
refined at 2.9 and 3.7 A˚, respectively) were studied. Three
factors are expected to contribute to structural relaxation of
the protein. First, the atomistic resolution of the simulations
should help determine whether the crystallographic models
correspond to the closed state of the channel. Second, the
explicit, native-like lipid bilayer should alleviate any nonna-
tive structural constraints induced by crystallographic condi-
tions. Third, the removal of divalent ions from the regulatorydoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.11.009
FIGURE 1 Structural features of the TmCorA protein.
(a) The Ca trace of two protomers of CorA are shown,
with the pore-forming a7 helices (red), outer TM (a8)
helices (green), EC loop (blue), and cytosolic part (orange)
excluding the a7 helices i.e., the MBD. The MM stretch,
the E316 residues at the EC mouth, the basic ring of lysine
residues at the membrane-cytosol interface, and the only
titratable pore-lining residue (D277) are also highlighted
along with lumen-bound (blue near G309 and D277) and
regulatory cations (green) as circles. (b) Top view of the
pentamer from the EC side, colored by monomer.
Iris-Like Pore Dilation in CorA 785binding sites may result in functional motions involved in the
regulation and gating of the pore.
In this study, the putative Mg2þ conduction pathway of
TmCorA is characterized. The simulations show that a 15-
A˚-long hydrophobic constriction at the membrane-cytosol
interface corresponds to both a steric bottleneck and an elec-
trostatic barrier, and indicate that the pores are initially
closed. In one of the simulations, removal of the regulatory
ions led to concerted structural changes resulting in an iris-
like dilation of the pore, suggesting a plausible mechanism
of pore opening.MATERIALS AND METHODS
We performed three atomistic 110-ns MD simulations of TmCorA
embedded in a hydrated DMPC lipid bilayer, starting from the two crystal-
lographic structures with the highest resolution, 2IUB (5) and 2HN2 (6). In
two simulations (referred to as 2IUB and 2HN2), all metal ions were
removed from their binding sites, and in the third simulation all 10 regula-
tory metal ions were present (2HN2*). The missing extracellular (EC) loops
were modeled for realistic, unconstrained simulations.Modeling the missing EC loop
In both the 2IUB and 2HN2 structures of TmCorA, there were residues
missing at both the N- and C-terminals (5,6). We modeled the crystallo-
graphically available first and last residues as neutral NH2 and COOH,
respectively. In each of the five protomers of structure 2HN2, residues
316–325 were missing in the EC loop region connecting the stalk helix
(a7) with the second TM helix (a8). The EC loop is required for realistic
unconstrained simulations. We modeled the EC loops with the sequence
EYMPELRWKW using the loop prediction program Loopy (9). The result-
ing 2HN2 protein structure was comprised of 1705 residues (341 from each
protomer). In structure 2IUB, the EC loops had a variable number of resi-
dues missing in different protomers (5). The missing loop residues, with
sequences NFE (314–316), PEL (319–321), NFEYMP (314–319), NFE
(314–316), and EYMPELRWK (316–324), were modeled as stated above
in chains F, G, H, I, and J, respectively. The resulting 2IUB model system
was comprised of 1722 residues, with 345, 345, 344, 343, and 345 residues
from chains F, G, H, I, and J, respectively.Insertion of the protein into a lipid bilayer
The protein was inserted into a lipid bilayer to mimic its biological environ-
ment. The channel axis was first aligned with the membrane normal axis, z,
and inserted into a preequilibrated hydrated bilayer of 1,2-dimyristoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) lipids (10) using the procedure des-
cribed by Faraldo-Go´mez et al. (11). The position of the membrane was
determined from the data shown by Payandeh and Pai (6). Specifically, resi-
dues K324 and K346 were vertically aligned with the average z-positions of
the phosphorus atoms of the DMPC membrane. A hole was first made in
the center of the lipid bilayer by removing the lipid molecules overlapping
with a cylinder of 23 A˚ radius corresponding to the narrowest part of the
TM domain of TmCorA. In the second step, a molecular surface of the
protein created with the program GRASP (12) was used to carve a hole in
the lipid bilayer as implemented in the macromolecular simulation package
GROMACS (13,14). Insertion of the protein into the bilayer was followed
by hydration and energy minimization.
MD simulations
Each simulation system consisted of a periodic simulation box containing
the TmCorA channel, 537 molecules of DMPC lipids in a bilayer, and
~71,000 water molecules, for a total of ~270,000 atoms. We added Naþ
counterions (45 ions in the 2HN2 system, and 42 in 2IUB) to neutralize
the simulation cell. Differences in the number of missing terminal residues
in the two crystallographic structures are reflected in the number of Naþ ions
needed to neutralize the system. In the random initial placement of ions,
a minimum distance of 10 A˚ between the ions was maintained, and the
ions were placed in bulk water and away from the protein. A typical simu-
lation cell is shown in Fig. S1 of the Supporting Material. The protein, Naþ
counterions, and Mg2þ ions were modeled with the OPLS all-atom force
field (15,16), and the TIP3P model (17) was used for water molecules.
The parameters for DMPC lipids (10) were the united atom representation
first proposed by Egberts et al. (18), with charges from Chiu et al. (19)
adjusted by Berger et al. (20), and with the additional scaling of 1-4
coulombic terms introduced by Lindahl and Edholm (21). We mixed the
OPLS-AA protein force field with the Berger lipid parameters consistently
by applying the half-3 double-pairlist method introduced in this work.
This method avoids reparameterization (22) and retains the original param-
eters with greater fidelity. Specifically, the 3-values of the 1-4 Lennard-Jones
(LJ) parameters of the lipids are divided by two in the pair types section of
the GROMACS input file, and the list of 1-4 interactions is duplicated in the
topology file of each lipid. The regular OPLS combination rules are then
applied. In this way, the lipidic LJ and Coulombic 1-4 parameters are
both cut in half and then included twice to yield properly scaled 1-4Biophysical Journal 98(5) 784–792
786 Chakrabarti et al.interactions for both lipids and OPLS protein. All MD simulations were
carried out in the NPT ensemble, using GROMACS 3.3.1 (13,14).
Coulombic interactions were calculated explicitly within 9 A˚, beyond which
particle-mesh Ewald summation (23,24) was used with a grid spacing of
1.2 A˚ and fourth-order B-spline interpolation. LJ interactions were cut off
at 1.4 nm. The SETTLE algorithm (25) was used to constrain the geometry
of water molecules, and LINCS (26) was used to constrain all other bond
lengths, allowing an integration time step of 2 fs. The simulation temperature
was kept constant using the Berendsen algorithm (27) by weakly (tt ¼
0.1 ps) coupling the protein, lipids, and solvent separately to temperature
baths of 300 K. Likewise, the pressure was kept constant by isotropically
coupling the system to a pressure bath of 1 bar, with a coupling constant
tp ¼ 4 ps and a compressibility of 4.5  105 bar1. The efficiency of
parallel computations was enhanced by sorting the atomic coordinates along
the x axis during simulation and desorting coordinates using our in-house
code. Each simulation took 30 h/ns on 16 CPUs.
We performed 110-ns-long simulations for both the 2HN2 and 2IUB
systems. The root mean-square deviation (RMSD) was computed for the
Ca atoms of different structural elements of the protein. Because the RMSD
of the pore-forming stalk helices reached a plateau within the first 10 ns of
the two simulations (see Results), we defined this interval as the equilibration
phase and restricted subsequent analysis of the structural and energetic prop-
erties of the channel lumen to the last 100 ns of the simulation, unless other-
wise noted. The radius of the CorA pore was computed using the program
HOLE (28). The axial density of water inside the lumen, rw(z), was computed
from 20,000 snapshots spaced 5 ps apart. A cylindrical volume centered at the
so-called MM (M291–M302) stretch of the pore and big enough to encom-
pass the entire pore (6 A˚ radius) was considered over the 110-ns-long trajec-
tory and the contents of the pore lumen were identified. The z-positions of
those water molecules were binned and the resulting histogram was normal-
ized with respect to the amount of bulk water contained within the same
volume. The total number of water molecules occupying the MM stretch of
the pore was calculated from 110 time windows of 10 ps spread over the
110-ns trajectory, with the mean axial positions of the Ca atoms of M291
and M302 defining the boundaries of the stretch.TABLE 1 RMSD (A˚) for the structure of TmCorA, excluding the
EC loops between the two reference crystal structures and the
three average MD structures
2HN2 x-ray 2IUB x-ray 2HN2 MD 2IUB MD
2IUB x-ray 2.3 (1.6)
2HN2 MD 3.5 (1.9) 2.4 (1.6)
2IUB MD 2.9 (1.8) 3.4 (2.2) 3.0 (2.0)
2HN2* MD 2.6 (1.5) 2.6 (1.7) 3.1 (1.8) 3.1 (1.9)
The values shown between parentheses represent the RMSD for a7 helices
only.Electrostatic calculations
We computed the electrostatic energy for the passage of a probe divalent
cation through the TmCorA pore by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)
equation using the PBEQ module of CHARMM version 31 (29,30) together
with a set of optimized atomic radii for amino acids (31). The regions occu-
pied by membrane, protein, and water were assigned dielectric constants of
2, 4, and 80, respectively. The calculations were performed on 51 snapshots
taken from each simulation and spaced 2 ns apart. All explicit water mole-
cules, ions, and lipids were removed from the snapshots. Each electrostatic
energy profile was calculated with a probe cation placed at successive posi-
tions along the channel pore. The total electrostatic energy of a permeating
cation can be expressed as the sum of two contributions: the static field
energy and the reaction field energy. The former arises from charge-charge
interactions, whereas the latter is due to dielectric boundaries (32). The PB
equation was solved on a grid of 255 255 315 with an initial cell size of
1.0 A˚, followed by focusing on a finer grid of 0.5 A˚. In reaction field energy
calculations, a further focusing calculation was performed with a grid size of
0.3 A˚. The implicit membrane was assigned a thickness of 38 A˚ and centered
on the axial position of the Ca of A308. We use a radius of 0.65 A˚ as an
approximative representation of Mg2þ (2), although, given the large ampli-
tude of reaction field fluctuations in the lumen of CorA, these calculations
are comparatively insensitive to ionic radii. In fact, similar results are ob-
tained with a larger radius (not shown); accordingly, the electrostatic profiles
are merely indicative of a probe divalent cation and should not be taken as
specific to Mg2þ. In the calculation of static field energies, a salt concentra-
tion of 100 mM was used for bulk water. To assess the effect of a membrane
potential, a separate set of calculations was performed for the 2HN2 struc-
ture with a membrane potential of 100 mV.Biophysical Journal 98(5) 784–792RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural features of TmCorA
The TmCorA channel is a homopentamer with five 100-A˚-
long a7 ‘‘stalk’’ helices extending 60 A˚ beyond the TM
region and lining a 60-A˚-long pore (Fig. 1). The major part
of the protein forms a funnel-shaped domain located in the
intracellular (IC) space, with the narrow lumen extending
20 A˚ into the cytosol (Fig. 1 a). Three clusters of charged
residues are found near the putative ion transfer pathway:
E316 forms a negative ring at the EC entry to the lumen,
and two concentric positive rings of 10 (a7) and 20 (a8)
lysine residues spread over the membrane-cytosol interface;
the D277 ring, which is located at the cytosolic mouth, is the
only charged group inside the lumen. Together with G309 in
the TM region, D277 forms one of two divalent cation-
binding sites within the pore. Most of the other residues
lining the lumen are nonpolar. In particular, a 15-A˚-long
hydrophobic region, the MM stretch, straddles the mem-
brane-cytosol interface. Ten presumed regulatory cations
are found at the interface between neighboring protomers
in the IC domain of both x-ray structures (Fig. 1 b).
Structural relaxation of TmCorA
In the remainder of this work, we compare the outcome of
three 110-ns MD simulations, denoted 2IUB, 2HN2, and
2HN2* (where the code refers to the initial PDB structure
and the asterisk denotes the presence of 10 Mg2þ ions in
the regulatory binding sites in a control simulation). The
RMSD of the whole protein is dominated by the Mg2þ-
binding domains (MBDs) (Table 1) and indicates continuing
structural divergence from the starting x-ray structure at the
end of the simulations (Fig. 2), providing evidence for the
slow relaxation of the soluble domain. By contrast, the five
pore-forming a7 helices stabilize ~2 A˚ RMSD within the first
10 ns of each simulation (Fig. 2). Importantly, both the
extent of deviations and the magnitude of fluctuations are
consistently smaller in the presence of regulatory ions than
in the other two simulations, suggesting that the removal
of regulatory ions leads to significant changes in the struc-
tural and dynamical properties of the protein. Nevertheless,
pairwise comparisons of the three average MD structures
and the two crystallographic models (Table 1) show that
FIGURE 2 Time evolution of the RMSDs of the Ca atoms of the stalk
helices (light red) and the full protein (dark black) for the 2HN2 structure
(a) without and (b) with regulatory ions, and (c) the 2IUB structure without
ions. The EC loops, which are missing in the reference x-ray structures, are
excluded from the analysis. (Color online).
FIGURE 3 Average pore diameter. (a) Rendering of lumen volume from
the average MD structure from the 2HN2 model without regulatory ions,
shown together with residues lining the pore. (b) Average pore diameters
from MD simulations of 2HN2 without (solid red) and with (solid black)
regulatory Mg2þ ions, and 2IUB simulations (solid blue). Pore diameters
of the x-ray reference structures are included for 2HN2 (broken red) and
2IUB (broken blue). Also shown are the diameters of a hydrated magnesium
ion, a water molecule, and a bare Mg ion. Two dashed vertical lines denote
the membrane-water interface with cytoplasm and periplasm. The two disks
indicate the location of crystallographic metal binding sites inside the lumen.
Iris-Like Pore Dilation in CorA 787the average MD structures are almost as close to their starting
structure and to each other as the two x-ray structures are to
each other, regardless of ionic occupancy. Together, these
findings suggest that all five models are in the same confor-
mational basin, especially with regard to the pore itself. For
this reason, hereafter we focus our analysis on the structure
and properties of the ion conduction pathway.
Fluctuations of pore diameter
The diameter of the pore varies along the channel axis
(Fig. 3). In all three simulations, the pore diameter relaxes
with respect to the initial x-ray structures. The profiles are
similar in all three simulations, with four narrow constric-
tions at L280, M291, M302, and N314. In the control simu-
lation 2HN2*, the latter constriction is narrower than in the
other two simulations. On average, the methionine constric-
tions are narrower in the 2IUB simulation than in their 2HN2
counterparts, whereas the reverse is true at L280 (Fig. 3 b).
The narrower conformation of each of these two bottlenecks
is the only part of the pore that is small enough in principle to
sterically exclude water. The diameters of a bare Mg2þ
(~1.30 A˚) (2) and an optimally hydrated Mg2þ (6.8 A˚) are
also compared with average pore diameters. Although a de-
hydrated Mg2þ could fit through the pore, stripping all
tightly bound water molecules off the divalent cation would
be prohibitive. Inversely, substantial relaxation in all three
simulations leads to the opening of an hourglass-shaped
cavity near G309 in the upper half of the TM stretch, which
is the only place where [Mg(H2O)6]
2þ could fit. In accord
with this finding, this location was previously found to corre-spond to a metal-binding site, and it was proposed that diva-
lent cations may bind fully solvated (6).
Pore hydration
We monitor pore hydration as a presumably essential prereq-
uisite to ion permeation. The average water distribution
along the channel axis shows that the hydration states of
the two models are in good overall agreement (Fig. 4 b).
However, consistent with the above analysis of pore diam-
eter, two dehydrated bottlenecks are found at L280 (5 A˚)
and in the MM stretch, respectively, in the simulations orig-
inating from the 2HN2 and 2IUB structures. Although differ-
ences in pore diameter among the three simulations are
small, the pore of the 2HN2* control is consistently the least
hydrated of the three throughout the length of the lumen. The
persistence of the 15-A˚-long dehydrated stretch in the
2HN2* and 2IUB trajectories contrasts with the small but
significant water density observed in 2HN2, and suggests
that the pores in the 2IUB and 2HN2* runs are closed,
whereas the MM stretch in the 2HN2 pore is in the process
of opening. This analysis is corroborated by a late snapshot
of the 2HN2 trajectory, where the entire MM stretch is
hydrated (Fig. 4 a).
Accordingly, the time evolution of water content of the
MM stretch in the 2HN2 simulation reveals two distinctBiophysical Journal 98(5) 784–792
FIGURE 4 Axial distribution of water molecules in the channel lumen.
(a) Representative snapshot from the end of the 2HN2 simulation without
regulatory Mg2þ ions. (b) Average distribution of lumen water molecules
along the channel axis from MD simulations of 2IUB (blue) and 2HN2
without (red) and with (black) regulatory Mg2þ ions. The average density
was normalized with respect to the bulk water density.
FIGURE 5 Global structural changes and opening of the channel bottle-
neck in the 2HN2 system without regulatory ions. (a) NMMw , water count
of the MM stretch of the pore (thin orange) and its running average (thick
red). (b) Average distance of the axis of five a7 helices (MM stretch)
from the center of the pore, dMMcenter . (c) Lateral tilt (q
MM
Lat ) of the five a7 helices
in the MM stretch only. (d) Radial tilt (qICRad) of the five a7 helices in the IC
domain (below the G274 kink). (e) Distance between the centers of mass of
neighboring IC MBDs (dMBD). In panels c–e, data for five protomers and
their average are shown in multicolor and thick red, respectively. (Color
online).
788 Chakrabarti et al.hydration states: ‘‘dry’’ (i.e., partially hydrated, with NMMw <
9 water molecules) and ‘‘wet’’ (fully hydrated otherwise).
Several reversible wetting transitions occur in the first
50 ns, after which the MM bottleneck opens over a 10-ns
period centered at t ¼ 65 ns and remains hydrated for the
rest of the 110-ns simulation (Fig. 5 a). Coincidentally, the
average distance of stalk helices from the pore center in
the MM stretch, dMMcenter , a measure of pore radius, gradually
increases from 7.8 to 8.2 A˚ (Fig. 5 b). Likewise, the average
lateral tilt of a7 helices on the pore surface in the MM stretch
undergoes a small but systematic increase from 16 to 21
over the course of the simulation (Fig. 5 c). In addition, the
radial tilt of the funnel part of the stalk helices changes from
50 at 30 ns to44 at 110 ns (Fig. 5 d). Finally, the distance
between adjacent MBDs increases from 37.4 to 39.4 A˚, and
a state is reached in which all five MBDs are arranged identi-
cally after symmetry-breaking fluctuations occur during the
first 80 ns (Fig. 5 e). (Note that although the structure of the
homopentameric protein maintains an ~5-fold symmetry
around the central pore axis, it is not expected to be perfectly
symmetric due to thermal fluctuations.) The coincidence of
these five events in run 2HN2 suggests a correlation between
bottleneck hydration and changes in the global conformation
of the pore, which is analyzed in Fig. 6.
Mechanism of pore dilation
As suggested by Fig. 5, the increase in water content in the
MM stretch, NMMw , is quantitatively correlated to an increaseBiophysical Journal 98(5) 784–792in the average distance of stalk helices from the central pore
axis, dMMcenter (Fig. 6 d), which is itself correlated to increments
in the average lateral tilt of a7 stalk helices, q
MM
Lat (Fig. 6 c). In
turn, these changes are themselves coupled to structural
relaxation in the funnel domain of the protein. Thus, qMMLat
is correlated to a decrease in the radial tilt of the stalk helices
in the IC domain, qICRad (Fig. 6 b), which is itself linked to the
rearrangement in the packing of MBDs, as evidenced by the
average separation of the center of mass of nearest neighbors,
dMBD (Fig. 6 a). The correlation between q
IC
Rad and dMBD is
0.80 (Fig. 6 a). Note that these concerted changes occur
after a rapid initial relaxation of the system during the first
10 ns of the simulation, which is likely due in part to the
self-adjustment of tertiary structure to correct for inaccura-
cies in the initial model, as well as, possibly, to the release
of crystal packing constraints as the funnel domain equili-
brates in the aqueous environment. Taken together, these
results establish a compelling linkage between the arrange-
ment of the MBD domains and the hydration state of the
pore, with a correlation coefficient of 0.58 (data not shown).
FIGURE 6 Molecular mechanism of pore dilation. (a) Correlation of qICRad with dMBD, (b) correlation of q
IC
Rad with q
MM
Lat , (c) correlation of d
MM
center with q
MM
Lat , and
(d) correlation of dMMcenter with N
MM
w . In all four panels, the green circles and red squares denote the results from the first 10 ns and 10–110 ns
of the MD simulation trajectory, respectively. The running average (blue line) traces the temporal sequence from the initial (I) to the final (F) conformation.
Symbols are defined in the caption of Fig. 5. The Pearson correlation coefficients (which range from1 to 1) for 10–110 ns results are shown. The correlations
for the full 0–110 ns trajectory are shown in brackets. (Color online).
Iris-Like Pore Dilation in CorA 789In contrast, the presence of regulatory ions leads to consis-
tently smaller structural relaxation and fluctuations for all
five structural metrics in the structure of 2HN2* (Fig. S2
and Fig. S3). Equally as important, the correlations between
these structural metrics vanish in that control simulation
(Fig. S4). By contrast, partial relaxation of the funnel domain
was observed in the 2IUB trajectory, even though the pore
remained dry and constricted throughout the simulation
(Fig. S5 and Fig. S6). (Although one cannot preclude the
possibility that hydration would not occur in a longer simu-
lation, this difference between the 2HN2 and 2IUB simula-
tions could be due to a significant departure from symmetry
in the 2IUB system (Fig. S5)). In any event, the large anticor-
relation between qICRad and dMBD observed in the absence of
ions in both the 2HN2 and 2IUB simulations drops from
0.80 and0.78, respectively, to0.16 in the control simu-
lation 2HN2* (Fig. 6 a, Fig. S4 a, and Fig. S6 a). Further, the
correlation coefficient between the arrangement of the MBD
domains and the hydration state of the pore in the 2HN2*
simulation is 0.0003 (data not shown). Taken together,
these findings demonstrate that the presence of magnesium
in the regulatory sites locks the stalk helices into place,and strongly suggest that the structural changes triggered
by IC domain movement are needed for gating.
The above results suggest a simple model for the regula-
tion of pore gating by changes in the IC concentration of
Mg2þ ions: binding/unbinding events modulate the arrange-
ment of the five MBDs, and the stalk helices transmit these
structural changes to the pore bottleneck in an iris-like mech-
anism (Fig. 7). In this mechanism, a drop in the IC concen-
tration of Mg2þ results in the vacation of the 10 low-affinity
magnesium-binding sites located at the interface between
adjacent MBDs (5,6). As a result, the MBDs are free to relax
from each other, leading to an umbrella-like closure of the
stalk helices within the funnel part of the IC domain.
Because of the helical kink located at residue G274, the stalk
helices wrap around the MM segment in a left-handed
fashion. As a consequence, a radial closing of the IC-domain
translates into an increase in lateral tilt of the stalk helices on
the surface of the cylindrical MM pore segment. This process
induces a shortening and widening of the pore bottleneck in
a three-dimensional analogy of iris-like dilation.
Although the amplitude of these structural changes is
small, our results demonstrate that it is sufficient to controlBiophysical Journal 98(5) 784–792
FIGURE 8 Average electrostatic energy profiles for permeation of a probe
divalent cation. (a) The static field energy profiles for the wild-type channel
(2HN2 structure) and its three hypothetical variants, with the charges of
E316, basic ring (BR), and D277 sequentially turned off, are illustrated in
solid red with orange shade, and green, blue, and black solid lines, respec-
tively. Standard deviations in the static field profiles of hypothetical variants
are very similar to that for wild-type and are omitted for clarity. (b) The
average total electrostatic energy profiles for the 2HN2 system with (black)
and without (red and green) regulatory ions. Comparatively wide (W; NMMw
> 9) and narrow (N; NMMw % 9) states, from the 2HN2 system without regu-
latory ions, are shown in green and red, with gray and orange shading,
respectively. Two blue circles represent the two crystallographic divalent
cation binding sites (near D277 and G309) in the lumen (6), and two dashed
vertical lines denote the location of the membrane. Analogous results for the
wild-type 2IUB model are shown in Fig. S7 and Fig. S8.
FIGURE 7 Schematic representation of the iris-like mechanism of pore
dilation. Side and top views are shown at the top and bottom for the closed
state (left) and open state (right). For clarity, only one stalk helix is shown in
the side view. A decrease of radial tilt qICRad in the conical IC domain (green)
results in an increase in lateral tilt in the cylindrical MM stretch (red),
leading to iris-like dilation of the pore. (Color online).
790 Chakrabarti et al.hydration of the hydrophobic bottleneck. Specifically, a 0.8
A˚ increase in diameter (Fig. 5 b) leads to the sharp and
reversible hydration of the narrow part of the pore (Fig. 6
d). This finding is consistent with simulation studies of the
acetylcholine receptor, in which a 1.5 A˚ increase in the
radius of a hydrophobic bottleneck induces functional
opening of the pore (33,34). The sharpness of the transition
in pore hydration apparent in Fig. 6 d is consistent with
a gating process, whereby a linear signal switches a biolog-
ical process on or off. To determine whether these structural
changes are consistent with the functional regulation of
TmCorA, we now examine the energy profiles for the perme-
ation of a divalent cation.
Energetics of ion permeation
A full-fledged calculation of the free-energy profile or poten-
tial of mean force for the permeation of a Mg2þ cation is
computationally demanding for a system of ~270,000 atoms.
To determine whether the channel is open or closed, we first
seek to determine whether the structural changes uncovered
above are consistent with the functional opening of the
channel. To this end, we perform electrostatic calculations
with a continuum representation of the solvent, which have
been shown to help capture the essential features of ion
permeation and blockage in membrane channels (32,35).
The total electrostatic energy of the probe cation can be ex-
pressed as the sum of two contributions: the static field
energy arising from the distribution of charges in theBiophysical Journal 98(5) 784–792channel, and the reaction field energy, which is due to dielec-
tric boundaries (32). PB calculations on multiple conforma-
tions spanning the length of the MD simulations show that
the static field (f(z)) for the permeation of a divalent cation
consists of two wells located in the funnel and TM domains,
respectively (Fig. 8 a). Importantly, the locations of the two
wells are in excellent agreement with those of the two exper-
imentally determined lumen-binding sites (6). The wells are
separated by a broad barrier coinciding with the MM stretch
and the IC membrane-water interface. The two models differ
by 5 kcal/mol in the TM well depth (Fig. S7), reflecting
structural fluctuations in the TM domain (Fig. 3), and are
qualitatively consistent with the x-ray structures (Fig. S7).
Structural relaxation results in a moderate decrease in both
Iris-Like Pore Dilation in CorA 791the wells and the barrier in the 2HN2 profile compared to the
2HN2* control.
To probe the physical basis of the static-field profile, we
repeated the PB calculations after selectively turning off
the charges of the three clusters of residues proximal to the
permeation pathway. Neutralizing the E316 and D277 resi-
dues destabilized the TM and IC wells by 13 and 18 kcal/
mol, respectively, replacing them with a barrier (Fig. 8 a).
Inversely, neutralizing the basic ring formed by the cluster
of 30 Lys residues resulted in a 7-kcal/mol decrease in the
energy barrier spanning the membrane-cytosol interface.
The relatively small magnitude of this effect is likely due
to the fact that these groups are at least partly hydrated and
face away from the pore. Together, these results suggest
that the simple double-well profile of the static field energy
is essentially determined by the three charged clusters
located in or near the lumen.
A total electrostatic energy profile combining the effect of
static and reaction fields for a probe divalent cation is
provided in Fig. 8 b and Fig. S8. Because the reaction field
contribution is overly sensitive to the narrowest part of the
pore (36), the total electrostatic profile contains significant
energy barriers at both the L280 and MM constrictions,
although the latter drops by 3 kcal/mol as a result of pore dila-
tion during the 2HN2 simulation (Fig. 8 b). The TM binding
site becomes a shallow well, indicating that the static field
effectively cancels out the adverse effect of the membrane
dielectric. In contrast, the IC binding site is a 8 kcal/mol
well that would be further stabilized by a membrane potential
(Fig. 8 b, Fig. S8, and Fig. S9). With additional PB calcula-
tions we have seen that ionic occupancy of the ten regulatory
binding sites had no effect on the electrostatic profiles (data
not shown). Importantly, in all three simulations, the total
electrostatic energy profile contains significant barriers of at
least 12–13 kcal/mol at the L280 and MM constrictions
(Fig. 8 b and Fig. S8), suggesting that the pore did not reach
a conducting state in any of the simulations.
Taken together, the above results suggest that the confor-
mational changes analyzed in Fig. 6 are linked to channel
gating. Specifically, this study reveals the presence of
a hydration bottleneck and energetic barrier at the MM
stretch that is spatially and energetically decoupled from
the TM core, and whose dilation is controlled by concerted
changes in the relative spatial arrangement of the five pore
helices induced by changes in the concentration of regulatory
ions inside the cell.
Consistent with this study, experimental evidence suggests
that a subtle rearrangement of TM helices exploits the steep
dependence of ion and water conduction on the diameter of
a hydrophobic pore in the gating of the nicotinic acetylcho-
line receptor (nAchR) (37). Hydrophobic gating models
involving changes in helix tilt have been proposed for several
channels (38,39), among which nAchR (40) and MscL me-
chanosensitive channels (41) are also five-helix pores. Such
geometry seems well suited for iris-like mechanisms.CONCLUSIONS
In this study, MD simulations of the TmCorA transport
system embedded in a hydrated bilayer led to the sponta-
neous relaxation of one of two crystallographic models
toward a putative open state, providing a mechanism linking
pore hydration to the removal of regulatory Mg2þ ions. We
do not claim that the protein reaches its conducting state
within the course of the simulation, or even that our simula-
tions are converged (in fact, we show in Fig. 2 that they are
not). Rather, we postulate that pore hydration is a prerequisite
for ionic conduction, we show that the structural changes
leading to the hydration of the pore are related to the ionic
occupancy of the regulatory binding sites, and we infer
that these changes are likely to be involved in the gating
mechanism. In this mechanism, the long, rigid, and kinked
stalk helices provide the allosteric linkage between the
Mg2þ-sensing domains and the principal bottleneck of the
pore. These findings suggest how the unusual overall archi-
tecture of the channel, rather than a small number of interfa-
cial or lumen residues, controls the concerted structural
changes required to open and close the channel by means
of an iris-like mechanism.
Our energetic analysis confirms that the MM stretch plays
a central role in controlling the ionic conduction profile,
since this segment of the pore represents both a hydration
and an electrostatic bottleneck for Mg2þ translocation. It is
striking that the location of this barrier does not coincide
with the membrane region, but instead straddles the
membrane-cytosol interface, apparently decoupling the
burden of crossing the low-dielectric membrane region
from that of permeating through a narrow pore.
This study demonstrates that MD can be used as a tool to
gain insight into ion permeation mechanisms from static
structures of closed channels obtained at moderate resolu-
tions. Although additional studies are needed to determine
whether further structural changes are required for Mg2þ
permeation, it is likely that the dilation mechanism uncov-
ered here forms the basis of functional gating of the TmCorA
channel. Although it is consistent with our previous model
(6,8), the opening mechanism proposed here rests on
motions of surprisingly limited amplitude. It is conceivable
that similar mechanisms are at play in the gating of other
pore proteins composed of five-helix bundles, such as acetyl-
choline receptors (37).
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